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Beyond Consequences, Logic, and Control covers in detail the effects of trauma on the body-mind
and how trauma alters children's behavioral responses. The first four chapters help parents and
professionals clearly understand the neurological research behind the basic model given in this
book, deemed, 'The Stress Model.' While scientifically based in research, it is written in an easy to
understand and easy to grasp format for anyone working with or parenting children with severe
behaviors. The next seven chapters are individually devoted to seven behaviors typically seen with
attachment-challenged children. These include lying, stealing, hoarding and gorging, aggression,
defiance, lack of eye contact, and yes, even a chapter that talks candidly about how parents appear
hostile and angry when they work to simply maintain their families from reaching complete states of
chaos. Each of these chapters talks in depth on these specific behaviors and gives vivid and
contrasting examples of how this love-based approach works to foster healing and works to develop
relationships, as opposed to the fear-based traditional attachment parenting approaches that are
being advocated in today's attachment field. The authors end with a Parenting Bonus Section: true
testimonials from parents who have been able to make significant changes in their homes with this
model of parenting, giving real-life examples of how they have been able to find the healing, peace,
and love that they had been seeking prior to working through the techniques outlined in this book.
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I am both a lawyer and an adoptive parent. I have learned over the years to be skeptical of medical
and psychological theories without a clear understanding of the supporting research.Like one of the

reviewers below, I am skeptical about some of the supporting explanations for behavior the authors
advance. Unlike the authors, I suspect that the advice works because it addresses an adoptive
child's fears and frustrations directly and openly (and not because it addresses the separation or
birth trauma in the adoptive child). From my brief reading on the subject, the idea of trauma arising
from the mere act of placing a newborn with someone other than his biological mother is certainly
subject to debate. I confess, though, that a real criticism of the theoretical underpinning in the first
chapter is beyond me. On the other hand, I would feel foolish contradicting it without more
information.Instead, I urge readers not to dismiss the rest of the book without further reflection. The
advice given by the book is eye-opening and often very helpful. I found that it made good sense. So
I gave it try. With our own adopted child, we have seen a night-and-day difference in his behavior
which I believe directly reflects the efficacy of the book's general recommendations.For myself, I
tried to raise my adopted child with the "tough love" style that seemed to work with my oldest child
and that my parents used on me. However, my adopted child often saw those approaches as
rejection and separation from his family. He went so far as to regularly draw himself in crayon
pictures so that he was completely isolated from his family.

Which would you rather do: Control your child's behavior using threats, punishments,
consequences, and "time outs;" or influence your child's heart so that they want to behave well out
of love and sense of security and self-control? That's the question at the heart of this book. Forbes
and Post focus primarily on how to bring healing to the hearts and minds of children who've
experienced early-childhood trauma, but the paradigm that they build here can be helpful to any
parent who dreads the next encounter with their kids.In our house, with three children adopted at
ages 7, 7, and 5, we lived through the effects of trauma, abandonment, and neglect on a daily basis.
We tried all of the "logic" techniques, and the "magic" techniques that tried to establish control over
our children. They all worked - for a while. Then the rages, the whining, the violent melt-downs
would return with even greater force. When we discovered that the stress our children experienced
in their first few years had an actual bio-physical impact on their brain development that made them
hyper-sensitive to stress and unable to self-calm, a light bulb went off. Our attempts to control the
children's behavior was actually adding to their stress and fear, and therefore amplifying the very
problems we were trying to correct. Post and Forbes helped us to look beyond the veil of anger and
recognize our children's fear, acted out in the things the would do. When we began responding to
their fear instead of reacting to the behavior it brought about, we began to see dramatic healing.This
is a short book and easy to read. But it's hard to put into practice because it goes against so much

of what we've learned from "common wisdom." The one thing that makes it worth it all is that it
works!

I loved this book! It really is amazing to bring everything back to Love versus Fear and being
present with your child. It sounds so easy, but most people I observe don't do it regularly and welleven "great parents"! It has been huge learning to just be there for my daughter, to listen and really
hear what she is saying instead of knee jerk-reacting! It has already affected my life inside and
outside of my home and I know it will continue to be life changing if I continue to be aware and grow
in these areas!I heard Dr. Post speak and then I purchased the book. I knew right away that what
they were saying made sense and not many others were saying it. I had done a lot of research and
had listened to a lot of friends give advice, but parenting my daughter in those ways was not
working and was not getting the same results as they were getting or that I even recall having when
my mom and dad raised me!I keep this book available to re-read and re-read. It is amazing how
something so simple can get so difficult as we live out day to day life. I need these reminders! Also,
Great examples!Because I so loved this book I did some research and I also just completed a
training with one of the authors Heather Forbes (and Eric Guy) of this model -My husband came
with me and we both loved it and have been applying it not only to our relationship and interactions
with our daughter but with each other.Some of these principles in the book have given us instant
positive results- I have never heard my daughter speak out the things that are overwhelming her so
clearly or so soon, especially when the beginning of the sharing was her yelling at me that I was "so
mean" for say, making her turn off a TV show.
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